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FOREWORD

The Hun Factors Technical Area is p7)nerned with the _remands
or tte-futur,.-:Itttlefields for increased Man7machine complexi co ac-
quire, transr_ process, distetuinata. and citClize information The
rssearc- is f,,--ki,-;ed on, the interface problers and interactions within.
=mmand and centers and is concerned. i_th'suchareas as copo7
zramhic --rods- lu and procedures, tacrical s2-mrology, user-orien:e&sys-
tens, Ln=rav management, staff aperatioa and proceddres, and ten-
sp: system..; Aragration anti utilization.

aspect of intelligence irormationsifrom.-aerial sen-
so: is tht. .J.1101raze lthcation of targets. RafTenti:, the Armyltas Idevel-
ppeJ the t ai,. ical PhotograMmetr:_c Positior...ng System (APPS) which

ar. 44,---oved capability for targ-i- )siticning.: However`, there.
are ,evera_ factors in this =stem associated with the human
interce. 7resent-pubiication -nals with the determination of the
s'pe'e aia car with which opera: ..0.7s car ::r. seer terrain'positiont
from _arge-scale mission !P:ntog..-.:&ohs tc small-tcate data-
base ercic. otographs and, the depaden of such performance-on the,
char _.se -is of the photographs used. This is a critical factor of
the rerformed by the operator F th.e. APPS. Results indi7
cate-rXit.:th,:: 122'i: important variabl:- Jere how close the target is
to,aT identi-iAl.e terrain detail; w: Aer :-e zergel -is .in the fore7
ground or bi..uknd'of,a cmag= and the resolution,of.the
mission imagers

Research in the area of sensor exratems integration and
Conducted as an in-house effrrc au nted through contracts

with organizat_ons selected, for their. iniquaFcarabilities and facili-ties for reseezch on 'sensor systems. The present study was conducted
by.personnel fromjlaythetihoMpanyjAutametrand Human:Factors Research
1-x. under contract DAUC19-73-C-0031 with p ;;-_-am direct on froM Abraham-.
H. EirnbaUM. This effort is responsive to -,,-quirements. Army Project
20162106A722, the U.S.-Army Engineer TOpogr:-.,Thf_c Laborato y, Ft. Belvoir,
Va.. and the Assistant Chief, of Staff for Illigence. Special require-
mer:siare 'contained kti Human ResourCe Needs 73-65..

EPH ER
hnica. DLrector



EFFECTS OF PHOTOCHARACTERISTIOS UPON. L=ATIaw pE ION IN A
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC FACILITY

BR=

Regu2rement:

. determine how well an image internreter can transfer image
pioin=71.from reconnaissance (stimulus) p=tography-,to a'small-scale
photographic data base, using photography from vertical frame, obligu
frame, and panoramic cameras as stimulus tmagery.

Procedur..-L,,:
4

/

..P-stit,s selected fix.T.tr-Isferrwerei: Type A points appearing
On ground obje-77s and Type B points more than 200 Meters
fromt_Lia)ole ground These were marked on negat.4.vesof
high. Z=w-altitude vertal photogramns, high- and low-altitude':
panoran=:- onotographs, and ar oblique phtoraph, using varying scales.
Transp.Enert printS,andpapez =mints were made from each negative :.' A
photoo===.:_h data base at of was obtained.for-each
area c ed by the stimulus _1Magery.

/

'After_ a short pretest tri.ning period, 40 Army imegeinterpretere
were ree=rel to transfer 30 7oints from each of the four:different."
types at stimulus photOgraphy to the appropriate data/baSe by markitts,
the selected =hints.. Time re..;:ired to transfer eachboIntwaszecorded.
Coordinates e- the marked poir:ts were compared to the.true-,cOordinateS;
and .error Vectors listed Th effects of resolution, scale,- andpOsi-,

On location accuracy were statistically'tested/and desdribed.

.
.

,

F=ndings: !

/
/e

..
.

Po nt transfer accuracy was affected most by the relationship of
to ihientifiable deta_1 imaged on both the itimuluS and data

ase Iiihrtography:- Type-A-461mts were located more accurately, than
!type EOpoints DI ratios of 3:1 to 6:1.

3 4.4 e
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Accuracy was also aE ected by the:position of a point inthe Near
or Far portion of a non -ertical photograph (Near is defined as the
half of the photograph,closest to thevertical. -Far isthe horizon-
half of'the photograph. )1' Points in:ihe.Nearportion'were located more
accurately tharr:points i the FarOrtion.. Examples of errormagnitudes
'at the 75th percentile re:

B-Pointl
A-Point

The difference in
was most significant f

::.transfer error fcAdthel
meters for the paper
difference was of no practical consequence.

Oblique,
high Pani

Near-
Near-

. .

.54 meters Far- 229 Meters
141.meters Far- 32 meters,

ground.resolution4paper
r_Type A. points on the Lo
transparent print was 25
ints. For other Mission

jlilder the conditions of these tests, transfererrorz of less than
20 meters can be met 0% of the time for Type A pointi on aid. imagery
.and 75% of the time fi6r Vertical and Near High and Near Low Pan photos. -

: Only the Vertical imagery. is adecuate for keeping Type B point transfer
errors to 20 meters. r , 77- '

print vs. transparency)
w Pan imagery. The
meters compared to, 165
imagery the resolution

.
;..,

Test subjects pre ferred transparenciesto paper,printS/15.Pth6stithu-,,
. g'Jus imagery and they preferred transmitted light {light. table) to're-'Y

flected light (high7,intensity la=)'even for paper prints.

:Utilization of Findings:

This study shOw4d clearly.that large errors may result inhe point
transfer process. TargetS appearing on ident-ifiableleatures visible on
,both the mission` and =data base imagery (,rype A points) can generally.he
..-transferred to withill30 meters at 75th Percentile. .However,evenfor,
Tye A points; whenie resolution of the, mission imagery falls tote 1pw
because of scale andioosition, the accuracy deteriOrateS.rapidly,. For
this.case an acceptable. level of resolution can be maintained,by using

r.

0,tranSparent prints instead of paper prints.. Transfer accuracy improves
.overall when transpariplt prints are used Thi$ strongly suggests the, '

buse Of equipment on which transpArencies can e viewed and the:opera-.
-:tional Use Of tranparencies instead of paper prints.

.

.

Type .8 points cannot be transferred visually to accePtable accw-,
,

racies.with any, consistency. Since most target points are. likely;to be
Type B points, a way must be \found for improving the transferringof

.

these points.
:., .

e



w.
The.4.diffeccence ih :1-arzstelr 1:.ween scales for li_xiticaL.

cigr.af-i-cant. This --does -not- nCu
that scale is not an itmcartan- armor. Rather., it indicates that
grOund.,resoluticriof vicart imagery used in the
Was ,higher than the base ground resolution..
follows that hignar.,':qua. -7 data raise photography might permit tie

:.utilization of vertical Au, Rsion. 2.dae:4e.1--.y,:'..n!the transferring proces.:E.
Higher groundr..esolutio.-

. vazy: he by better cameras (lens-f_ -71
combinations) or by Laster-- x::41e data baseS.

N
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THE EFFECTS.OF PHO

I

CHARACTERISTICS UPON LOCATION
DETEIMINATION N A PHOTOGRAMAETRIC-FACILITY

*

INTRODUCTION
0

Mihy'photogrammetric'applications require the locating a40.marking
of the images of the same ground point on one or more sensor recoids.
In aerial triangulation, pass poirits and control points are transferred
stereoscopically from one photograph to one or more-overlapping photo-

.:graphs. In terrestrialphotogrammetry, identi1al image points on two
photographs must be measured. Target images found on reconnaissance
.imagery are often transferred to.a map or some other type of data base
so their ground positions can be-found. The accuracy with which a point
can be transferred from one sensor record to another is a function of
many factors, such as resolution, scale, relative attitudes, target/en-
vlxons relations and technique and equipiaent used. Also, the intended
application dictates, to,some.extent, the care that is given to such
transfers.

There is a continuing need fot More accurate and faster means of
,'acquiring aiming data for the artillery._ This is especially true in
areas where adequate maps arenot available. The-United States Army

. Engineer Topographic Laboratory; Ft. Belvoir, Va. has developed'an \
- instrument which, together with a-precision photographic data base, pro-

vides a new capability for target positioning. This instrument is
called-the Analytical PhOtogrammetric Positioning System (APPS)11. It
consistsonsiSts essentially of a.mirror stereoscope mounted over a coordinate .

measuring sys em whose outputs are'ts,. fed to an interfaFe mat and then to
a progtammabre Sk:calcuIator. Two overlapping data base photographs
are mounted on thedtwo stages of the mirror stereoscope. After pre-
limipary indexing and zhecking, inde*.marks.are placed over a point Of
interest and the attached calculator computes the X, Y, and Z ground
coordinates of the point of interest:- The inherent accuracy of the-
APPS has been found to be adequate for locating the artillery field
Iliece and the target and for some other types of ground surveying.
The unknown factor in this positioning System is the error associated
with the transferring of points to a data base frol seyeral types of
photographic imagery of different scaled and resoations, and the re-
lationships of the target to features in the scene (target/environs).

-1/A more detailed description of the APPS is given. in Appendix'A.
ti

.

'
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-Transferring .of imag-e pOints from one- otograph to another seems
straightforward and quite exact. This may be rue under some circum-:
'stances but not-under others. It has been shown in precision photogram-
metric applications that when,a reasonably ikood, stereo model can be
formed with two photographs, conjugate images,-..can -be marked~ on the

./phdtographg'Ath very. higivaccuracyS-ten (10) micrometerS,or less. But
when the two photograeg differ in scale,resqlupion, attitude, etc.,
the.problem Becomes offie of-trying to match two dissiMilar types of
photographs.- Some of the differences that ust_be considered are dis-
cussed below:.

Scale.of.the.

-a

The sc le ofthe photo data bases noGylbeing used with the. APPS is
1:100,000 D to base scales as Small as 1.160,000 are being considered
for adoption, At a scale of 1,.:100,000, ten micrometers on the database
.represents one meter on the ground. A maxilmum of 20, meters per coordi-
nate dimension has been pto,ected in the APPS erro-budget for:the
transfer accuracy of points located in,friendly terrain, while 50:meters
per dimension for transfer accuracy of points- located in enemy terrain
has been allocated.' ThiS means that a target point must be transferred
to the data base with an accuracy of 1/5 millimeter (200 micrometers).
This leaves very little margin for error, 4ndTin areas with few or -no
prominent scene features it may be e/ctremely difficult to trans ,-"a

_

;point "by association" to this accuracy.

'Scale and Geometry of Reconnaissance Photography

J-
Targets can be imaged by any one of-a variety of reconnaiSs

rycameras. 'Panordmic and oblique cameras produce photographic image
that has geometry different from that. produced by vertical frame
cameras. The farther the target is from- the vertical, -the greater the
difference in geometry: As thellbrizonis approached it becomes,dif-
ficult evenito locate the general are-a-'-iii-which the target is located,-,
one,reason-being that the scale becomes smaller as one moves from the.
'nadir towaeda the hor:zoit, and 'ground features become masked ,by higher.
elevations on the cam ra side 'of the scene. These con ions, plus
the fact/that, usually, there'is a large scale diff ence betwe n the
mission imagery and the photo data baser, areimportant.fector when
'trying to correlate two dissimilar types of imagery to the requirqd
accuracy. Of course the scale of the data base can be enlarged opti-
cally so it will be closer to the mission imagery scale. .The optics
of the APPS are fixed 'at Wse) that was:ttie maximum enlargement permit-
ted for this stays Even if zoom:op0.cs are permitted, very little,
additional usefirl information Canbe expected unless the data base
photography is of unusually fine quality,

1.,
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,Other.Facrsi.'

SOMe.of the other ai.torS that can cause problems in transferring
points are:. ,

.

Seasonal differenea in thet,ime of exposure of 'the
data W0ephrotography and theMisgit imagery.

Different'acquiSition times of the data base and the
mission photography. New roads, railroads, and
housing developments, different water levels of ,rivers
gna lakes, different crop patterns, .etc may be\on
one-photogr4ph and pot-the other. This may cause con-

.

fusion in transferring points.
. 4

I

OBJECTIVE.

The illj.ective of this study was to determine how well an'image
Interpreter could transfer image points.from a reconnaissance Photo-

. graph to a small scale photographic datrbaseip Tests were designed to
determine both' the accuracy and the speed of transfer. 'Mission (recon-

issance) photographs used in the tests were selected frames frOm
ob e, panoramic and vertical frame cameras at various scales and
resolut e data 'bases were vertical mapping photographs at
1:100,000 scale

SCOPE

This study was -limit0 to.the one'aCt.of transferring points from
one type of:photography. (mission imagery) to another type of phatog-,
raphy/(datahase). the' transferring was done visually, no'instru--
mental aidsotherthan-small tUbetype or:linen tester magnifiers, were

APPS operations were apprOximated-by using, in this study, the
same.typeof photographic material Used in APPS,.by limiting the magni-
fixation of the database to 6X, and by using: the same scale data base.
The tests were designed to provide j_nformation on the accuracy and,. speed
of transferring points from mission' imagery for combinat,rions of the
following variables:

Types of imagery (vertical, panoramic, obliqu

Scale A

Resolution (positive transparency vs. paper print)

Point/environs relationship.

Experimental.Design

The
2x2 factor

. between th
design fo
The effec

METHOD

experimental design for the vertical mission photos was a
1.' the effects of ,Print Type, Scale, and the interaction,
two variables were between groups. The 'experimental
each of'the non-vertical photos was also a 2)t2 factorial.
of Print Type was between groups, but the effects of.



Position and t e interaction betweenth o variables were within
groups -.. As cats be seen in Table 1, each group,ofsubjects transferred
the, points from-four mission photos- -one .vertical photo and-three non-
vertical. Photos.

. - - -
,

. -
, Table 2 shows'the.order in which 'the four mission photos were

presentecito each of the. groups. . Within each group, half of the sub-
jects were given one sequence of the four7phl,kos and the other half

fl
:another sequence. The Toto sequences were varied across groups
to control for the effec s of time- correlated variables,,such as bore-.
dom, fatigue, and learning. An equal number of subjects were ?resented
with each non-yerticalphoto, first, second, third, and foUrth4kor
example, five subjects worked with BI.the oblique transparency first,
a different five subjects with it second, etc. An-equal number of.
subjects were presented with each vertical photo either first and
second,' or third and.fourth.

t

Forte each photo, half of the subjects transferred the points in
one sequence and the remaining half in the reverse sequence. Al the
case of the non-vertical photos, half of the subjects transferred the
points starting at the horizon and working toward the nadir, and the
other half transferred-the p?ints in reverse' sequence. This was done
to minimize any bias in performance.on the' Near and Far points and on 4?

the A and B points due to the potential effects of .any.time=correlated
variables.. .-

11 4

Subjects

Forty enlisted image interpreters from the 1st Military Intelli
lance' Battalion, Aerial Reconnaissance SUpport (1st MLBARS), Ft. Bragg,
North Carolina served as_subjects The experiende of the image inter-
preterspreters ranged from one year.to over twenty years. The forty subjects
were assigned'randomly in equarfUmbers to orT of four groups. A given
combination of Print Type and Scale for the vertical photographs was
assigned to each group. Thus no subject viewed the same scene more
than once. Transparencies,of each of 'the .non- vertical photos were
assigned to two groups and Paper Vrintsto the two remaining group's.
'Here, again, no subject viewed theesamescene'Morethan once. The
experimental condition by groUpS is Shown in Table 1.

.

T.

Variables

Independent Variables. ;here were two independent variables for
the vertical mission photos and two for the oblique, the high pan, and
the loW pan mission photos. The independent variables for the vertical
photos were scale and ground resolution. Scale change was achieved by
selecting different flight altitudes,and resolution difference was
athieyedby-the use of Paper:prints and transpafencies of the mission
photos. Hereafter these two( variables will .be referred to as Scale
and.Print Type. The-independentyariables for each Of the-non-Yertical
photos. were Print Type and Position of the point (Far vs. Near), Near
points are defined4as those located in .the -half of the photo which is



Table 1

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS BYGROUPS

MISSION PHOTO

Vertical

Oblique.

High Pan

Low Pan

SCALE

13)RINT TYPE

Paper
Trans-

y.
,

Large d p 11 Gp 2

Small
Gp 4 Gp 3

:POSITION

PRINT TYPE

Paper
.Trans-
parencx,

Far 4 3+
Gp 4 -

Gp 1
+

Gp 2kear

.,

POSITION

PRINT TYPE
1

Paper
Trans -
paren6_

Far
Gp 3

.+-

Gp 4

Gp 1

+

,Gp 2'Near

POSITION:

PRINT TYPF

-
Paper

Trans-
rparencY

,Far
Gp 1'_

+

Gp 2

--Gp- 3'

t.
Gp 4Near

J/10' subjects in a group (Gp). Each cell represents a photo.

-5-



Table 2

ORDER OF MISSION PHOTOS BY GROUPS

GROUP` N

ORDER

1st $ 2nd: .3rd .-4th

Gp 1 .. 5

..

A4 '. Bl. B2 ,C1

D2 . "C .A4 .

Gp 2.
A3

5
C1 A3

,-

61 D2

i 5 i;2

.-0

62 D1.. .C2

DI C2 A2 62

Gp 4
5 B2

0

D E2 Al

5 C2 Al 62 .

NOTE: = Vertical Photos
= Small Scale/Transparency

2 = Small Scale/Paper Print
3 = Large Scale/Transparency,
4 = Large Scale/Paper,Print

B = Oblique Photos

C = High Pan Photos

D = Low Pan Photos

Fdr 6, C, 'and D

1 = Trans4rency
= Papers Print



closest to the, vertical. Far pointsareodefineri as those located in

the horizon-half of the photograph.

Dependent. Variables. The dependent variab_es for these tests
were the location error '(in micrometers), and the time (in seconds)
required to'transfer a point.

Control Variables - The control Variables were the two types of

points, A and B. The points were selected.in.L.t.grmS Ofsignificant
background detail, i.e., point/environs.'

Development of Experitental Materials

. stimulus Imagery. Mission.imagery was chosen that was ?ePresenta-,
.rive of'Army reconnaissance phdtography as to type, quality and scale.

r. Further, the'test materials issued to the subjects were printed'ontwo
typeeof emulsion bases- -paper and transparent(film). Preliminary tests
confirmed that more of the available resolution in, the negative-swas
retaine0 by transparent prints than by paper prints. (A 40 llinesimmphoto
negativecontacted Onto standard photographiC.paper producespaper;v:.

.

' prints hairing.a ground resolution of about 22 lines/mm. The same negative,
contact printed onto copy film produces.transparencies,having a ground'
resolution of of about 32 lines /mm,. An 80 lineS/md negative yields 3,01?..4neS/mm
paper prints and 55 lines/mm transparencies). One portion of the experiment
Vas, designed to compare'transfer performance when using paper prints ("low'
resolution) with performance using transparent prints Chigh" resolution)

.

The characteristics of the mission and.data base'imagery are shown in
Table 3. !

Point Selection. Transfer points were selected by examining the
mission and the data base photographs using .6X magnifiers. The points
Were selected carefully so they could be classified logically.in terms
of their proximity to features. Although threelevels of proximity were
considered originally, it was found that a two-level classification;
Type A and Type B, was more meaningful. The two types of points are,-,
defined as:

Type A -'Points on a feature identifiable On both the'
mission and the data base photographs. (For
example', a point on a road intersection,' a
building corner, a bridge, or a drainage
pattern.)

Type B --Points which are more. than 200 meters.from
a point identifiable on both the mission
and- data base photographs..

. Test Materials. Test ma,tttial produced for each subject con-
:

sisted of four frames of mission imagery and their associated data
bases. Two,frames were pape:r prints and two were transparent prints.
The data bases were printed on a pigmented Iiiikbase.

-7-



Code

.A1 .F
%)

A2°'

F

Table -

CHARACTERISTICS OF ,THE MISSI AND'
THEDATA BASE'PHOTOGRAPHy

MissioniPhotoligraphy

"Type of Photography Scale

t.Belvdir,Va.

A4 Ft.Belvoir,Va.

El ',Ft.Sill,Okla.

:Tt.Si11,01cia.

Alexandria,V.

4.C2 A/exandria:Va.

High Alt.Vertica;
° .

High. Alt.Yerticall

Low Alt.Verticai

LowAlt:Vertical

LotiOblique

Low Oblique.

High Alt.Panoramichi

High Alt.Panoramic

1 Dl SYracuse,N:Y... .Low Alt.Panotamic

D20 Syracuse,N.Y. 'Low Alt.Pahoramiq

Code, Location

A

B . Ft.Sill,Okla.1

a,Va.,5.101C. ..Alexa

Syradu
0.

;

Tai-See Figure, -1

El Se, Figure 2

1:20,000

1:20,000

1:5,000

1:5,000

1:10,000
(at nadir)
1:10,000

1:30,000
(ate nadir)
1:30,000'

1:30,000
(at nadir)

1:30,000

Data Base:Photography

kl*.

Scale

1:100,000 '

1.100,000

1:i00,000

1:100,000

Photo Base

Transparency

Paper

Transparency

Paper

Transparency

Tapet

Transparency

Paper

Transparency

Paper

Photo Base

Cronapaque4/-

Cronapaque

Crcinapaque

Cronapaque

.

Se. Figure 3
Ai.000 cronapaaug the trade namesfor'a translucent, 1pw-shrink film

use&-fot the APPS data base. Commercial or trade names are giVen
only in the interest of precision in.reporting experiMental pro-
cedures: Use of the names'does not `constitute, official endorsement
by the 'Army or by the U.S. Army Research In'stitute for the Behavioral
and Social Sciences.
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Pilot Tests

Pilotrtests werp-econducted prior to the pri cipal test*. The purpose
of these tests was to provide a realistic assessm nt of the test materials,

,test equipment test procedures, mensuration, anti processing.- Also,
these tests provided useful data on the time that woeld iiye required ti?
conduCt*the principal tests. Personnel from tip Army Reliearch'tnsktute,
the EnAideer TopographiciLaboratories, and the.contractor,participated
in'the tests. All pilot test data were measured, graded and'analyzed.

° ,

Subject Training

Testedquipment, consisting of a.lightotable, two Six-power magni-,

fiirs, a point marker, an electrical timer, and a high intensity goose-
neck lamp, was issued to each subject (See Figure 4). Photographs of the
APPS equipMent'were shown, the equipment was described and the'subjects
were told the'purpose of the tests. They were instructed on use of the
test equipment.and on techniques for making point transfers. Sample
mission and data base photographs were issued and the subjects were asked
to practiee transferring points from a mission photo to the data base4
Instructor personnel observed the subject's to ensure that each one was
adequately prepared for the tests.

Data Collection (Principal Tests)

AN packet of test material containing all mission photos, data base
photos, and sheets for recording the time, taken for each transfer was
issued to,ench subject: the subjects ere told that, even though ..time
was being.recorded, there was no time. limitation and that accuracy, not
speed, mas of paramount importance. Each subject was required to trans-
fer 30 points on each.of fOr4lission photographs by marking the'location
of each point on a data ba and recording thetime.taken6to transfer
each point.

It required from 1 to 1.1,1 hours to transfer the 30-points from a
single:Missionphotograph. After each session, a critique way held to

-.get the views of the test Subjects concerning the tests and the test
.1equIpment. All tests were completed in seven working' clays.'

,Five mission photos were used in the tests but the two verticals
'covered the same ground area. Only one vertical mission photo was
assigned to a :subject.

-12-
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Statistical. 'CoMputation,"

Preliminary kreCning.of'llata.. Inspection of the location erro:
data revealed that'3.of the,40'subjects did not 'follow the procedures
adequately, .se) these, subjects', data were not uSp;. In, addition, one
Subject's data for the high pan photo Paper A points were not used. It
Was apparent that on half of the'Far points, he had misidentified the
appropriate f.eatUres in the database.

The data froM three, points in the low pan photos- were also elimi-
nated from the analyses. One point Was a Far'A point, one a.Near A
point, and elle a Far B point. One of the points was eliminted because'
a valid solution could.not be obtained for its true location. The other
two points were eliminated be:,use over half of ipe's:ubjects did not ?
attempt to transfer them. This for the low ran pho,tos,theie remained.
a total of 7 Far A points, 6 Neat A points, 7 Far:B pAnts, and7 Near
B points, v,

About 21/2 percent of the required transfers were either missing or
could not.be scored for the following reasons: the Subject made along
scratch or the pinprick was sc large 'that the intended location of the point
could not be determined; he selected the wrong point; or, by far the
common xeason, no pinprick cow_,: 5e found on the data base, or the
noted that he could not find point on the.data base photo.

'After the study was completed, it was discovered that, due to-a
7 clerical, error, half of the subjects assigned to the oblique photos

were not given the point numbers appro7-iate for these photos. Instead,
Lhey- were given the 30 point -umbers a; ;-oprilte for ,the v2rtica
photost!. As a consequence, these subjects transferred 14 A poinWand
16 B points_ instead of 15 of each type-T---T4n A points and 7 B pdints
were in-eommon",with_the ptints transferred.by the other half Of'the
subjeCts. :This-did not seriously affect the data analyses.

Preparation of the Data for Statistical Analysis'. The measure of
each subject's location error performance for a particular experimental
condition'was the inedian of the errors he made on the point,: for Aat
condition. fhe median rather than t mean error,was used Oceans_, for

'many of the subjects, the dislr
qenevitlly poitivcly skewed;
on one or two of the point:,.
for a particular point, he wa
the median of the ()Cher subjc,,

For the vert photos,
subjectone based on 15 Apo:7.t-
the non--,,ertical photos, foUr
for the. high pan photos, the
point-si-and 7 A.and 7 B Near 171_

of errors across coints wa:;
71any subjects made large erro-r

ject r,!as missing an ,-rot-sore
T;1,2c1 an artificial scor which was
--:)rs.tor that point.

;.lian errors were compu for each
:Id one based on 15 B pcints. 'For

wer computed for eeca
-11-ts on 8 A ana
:s; for . tc2w pan photo.-=

subje-1;
B Far
the



C.

medians-dLre.based on 7 A` and 7 B Far points, and 6 A and,7 B Near
points; for the oblique phueos the medians for half of the'subjects
were basec 8 A and 8.B Far points and 7 A and 7 E Near points; and
for the ot1.- h-'" of the subjects, the medians were, based on Li A. and
8 B Fat IL oiid A and 8 B Near points.

. Mean
statistica
ab ],es. Th
used to t
levels - of the
,purposes.

Scofing

e E..7,ject's median errors were used in .testing 'the
ficante of the effects-15f the various independent vari-

istpical.tests (analysis of variance-Awl 't tests) 1.441ie
only the significance, but to dete'rmine whether or not

independent variables shOuld be combined for descriptive

LcPoint Lc cation Standard.. Point location standards (school
solistions) were established for each frame of mission imagery.

The A points oil the mission photo were located visually on the
data base and th, location of each point was marked with a pin prick.
The B points could not be transferred accurately in this way. A series
of-tests showed that sufficient accuracy could be attained by analyti-
cally transferring the B points from the mission to the data base photo-
graphs. To perform this, an eight7parameter projective transformation
was chcen and programmecf on a CDC 6600 digital computer.

The true locations of the points were determined in the following
manner; Each mission ptteto, which had been marked with A and B points,
,was placed in 'a precision comparator and the coordinates of all:points
were measured and recorded on punched cards. The correspodding, data
base photo. was placed in the comparator and the fidncial markers and
all.hc points were measured and recorded on punthed cards. ,A series of
local transforMatioils was set up. A local tran,sfornfazion waS'.made up
of E points. Surrouneed by Apoints.' (Additional "crricrol" points were
added in areaswhere there were. not enough'A points J effect a strong
transformation.) Since the A points were measure (-71 both/the mission
and the data base photographs, transformation paramc:ers could be
computed. Using these tpan'sf,ormationAParam.2ters, B. points
(measured on the mission.- imagery only) were trLhsLirmed into the data
base coordinate system., The computer program -,)r-LiltLA out the X and Y
residuals of the A points. The size of the- residual.- was agood indi-
cation of how well the:E points had been transformed A typical layout
of A and B points for an oblique local transformatiol= is shown in

.Flgure 5..,Th&computer printout for this is shown Figure 6..

The trueltocntions, then, are the data base comparator coordinates
of the A points' and the transformed locations of the B points, the

data base coordinate system.
.



'Figure 5. - Typical Layout For A LOcal Transformation

FOR.' SILL
R.4 TE0 VALUES

Iii

2:19 15Z74!.J0,
2122 IS7/.5.:11
,CLSS 173152.451

17.3:0.JOJ

I)

MEASURE'C),

X

2C19 573344.3:0
.22 547J1CS.J:J

2:43 6J09/6.j.13
!.(44, ' 5:151,CE.,.J

reb
:,,o2 0157 .:JJ

IJ GAL A TRA4
01M 15.1.7.L+L 4.371-39. 46 10:S.746.796

1J7,15.-44 4o2:76. 15//.4.251
erns 17a825.75-

105/40.646
407:70. it.= 171a6d.655

RMS x 8.066129 RMS T

Y. .
4d7o34.3JC
4132J1(3.100
4,31450.3M;

417.:70.440

VALUE.5 4

Y

, 569773.J19
301.,Z2,42.0
5.3'.160.0O0

'

OJ9.io1.):: Note; All values in micrometer, '.
037272.C:4.:

110.4 Y
40763/.344
.4.13.08.155
491.5?st
681.1:;:).611 .

4870/7.033

= .722108

A ,14 o-e M E U VALUES

RES X
-2.716'
15.749
6.2.6
1.660

-13.635

RES Y
1.156
-.165

-1.151
..359

.1.67

2117

t:c9

23S4

X Y
1527,7.264 491S21.597
154o64.650 40425J.7.7_
471414.2.S1 449033.2G5
163L/0.651 466477.193
'1/.!...:0.9:2 404560.295
1/4C.31.544 460619.331
175.25.954 484711.94E
1/i6».0151 403440.461
101.06.447 . 404250.696

Figure 6. Typical Printout For A Local TransfdrMation
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Mensuration and Error ,Veeftr Computation, - Each' of the; forty
(40) test 4ubjeCts'transferred thirty '(30) point td each ofi four data
base photographs, Eich data base. was placed in.a precision comparator
and the coordinates of the four iducial-tarks and the 30 points were
measured The output of these measurements was.a punched card for each
transferred point showing the qubject Number the'Mission Photo Code
(B1, B2, ti, etc.) and the'x and y coordinates of the point.

rPrograms were written for the CDC 6600 (computer. to process the
measurement 'data. A trapsfortation program was usedsto place'the sub-
ject's measurement's into the appropriate data base coordinate systeil.
Thus, the coordinates of all points on the,Subject's' database could be
compared:directIy with'the.trUe'coordinates .of their conjpgate.points.
The computer Nintoutcontained:thg errors in",,x and y andthe error '

vector (locationierrer) for each point, in micrometers (See Figure 7).
At the scale of the data base (14100,000).,,ten micrometers equals one -
meter on the ground. .

.

. RESULTS

Marking Errbt

One factor that has a direct bearingpn transfer accuracy is,,the
acc acy with which a person canAnark a pre-selected point. TestS.
mad with six'sutOects-showed that, at a scale of 1:100,000, the error

,in markin,1 was less than two meters on,,the.ground.

.

Location Errors
't

:he location errors for each type of mission photo are described
to

in the following four sections. Within each section,' the results for .

the A points are presented first, and those for the B points second.
For-each type of point, there' is'a table of error means by levels of
the indepeadent variables, statistical tests ,of the effects of the -inde-
pendent variables, and a description (or descriptions) of the location
error_ - '-lie'form of cumulative percentage distributions. Descriptive,
statist:::s based on the cumulative percentage of error in meters were
considered mare appropriate than those based on the normal distribution
assumption because the distribution of errors was positively skewed.

A cumulative percentage distribution was presented for each level
of the independent variables if the effects of that variable were sta-
tistically significant (p < .05). If the effects of a variable were not
statistically significant, the data were combined into a composite
cumulative percentage distribution. Artificial error scores are not
included in these distributions.

.Vertical `-fission Photos. Table 4 shows the error means for the
vertical photo A points. It is apparent from the table that there were
only small and negligible differences among the means.for.the different
combinations of Print Type and Scale.

-17-
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Table'4

VERTICAL MISSION PHOTOS
MEAN-LOCATION ERROR (METERS) FOR A POINT'S

.

.

SCALE'.

* PRINT TYPE

Pa er
Trans-
arenc

. Mean
Total

Large
..

106J10
5.9
-8

6.8
.

SnmlSmall'

--,
8.7
10

_

7.0 1

1
7.9'

Mean
Total 8.2'

,

"' 6.5
.

7.4

2iNumber of subjects.

;

.
A

,

.
An analysis of variance of the data, (Table 5) indicated that t14Je

effects of Scale, Print Type, and the:interaction between the:variables
were not" statistically significant. The data from%all levels of the
independent variables were combined.

. ..
N. - :.,, .

4,'

...1

.

'

t Table 5
.

VERTICAD MISSION 'HOTOS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF

`'''LOCATION ERRORS (METERS) FOR A POINTS

Source df MS

Scale (A)
1 12.28' 1.48

Prints (B) 1 24.52 2.96

A x B 1 .01 <1.00

Error 33 = 8.27

Figure 8 shows the cumulative percentage of location error (in
meters) for the A points. The figure may be interpreted as follows:- if
the interest is in the typical or average error on thesepoints, select
50% (the median) on the'ordinate.and read the value on theabscissa
(location error) that cOrrespondsto the point where 50% intersects ,the
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Figure 8. Cumulative percentage of location errors: vertical
mission photos/A points (N=542).

0 a

functiOnq I Figure 8 that value' is 8 meters. This means that half af
the errors were'-less than.8'meters and half were greater than & meters.
If the interest is not in typical perfoimance,but.rather in some point
'helOw, say 75% of the errors fall, select-75% on the ordinate and determine
the corresponding error value on.-the abscissa. 'In FigUre.8 that value is
11 meters. ,,In other words, 75% of the errors were less ,than 11 meters
and 25% were greater tham 11 meter's. Interpretations may be made' in the
same way for other percentages,.

2 '- Table 6 shows the 'error Means Cor the vertical photo B points.
Though the mean errors for the.'Paper Prints 'were slightly larger than
they, were 'for thejransparencies, ariranalysis of variance (Table 7)
(showed that the effects'of Print TyRb,-,Scale, and the interattion between

4
-the/variables were not statistical* significant. The data from all
.levals of the inciePenderrt 'variables were combinede

-

.

I
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Table 6
= VERTICAL h1ISSION,PHOTOS

MEAN, LOCATION. ERROR (METERS) FOR B POINTS

SCALE

PRINT TYPE

Pa.er
Trans-.
ar.enc.

Mean
total

Large 23.9
(10W

20.0
(8)

Small 27.1
(10)

20.7
(9) "' 23.9

Mean
Total 25.5 20.4

..k.
23-.0

Table 7

VERTICAL MISSION PHOTOS
AN4.YSIS OFVARIANCE OF

LOCATION ERRORS (METER) FOR B POrNTS

.dfSource

Scale 00

Print ,(T.1).

. A x 8

_Error. , 33

MS F

34.59 <1

242.61 3.73

13.83 <I

64.98

'Flgure.9 silo* the. cUmulative percentage of location errors for
the vertical.photu B points. The median error was about 20 meters.

It

I



10 20. 30 40 50

:LOCATION ERRORS
PETERS)

Figure 9.- Cumulative percentage of location
mission photos /8 points (N,.550).

70 80 90

° Oblique Mission Photos.i Table 8.-shows the error means,for the.
oblique photo A point's'. (the means are based on the performance of two
auh0ouPs of subjects.- As pointed out earlier; the two SubgroupsOid
not transfer all of" the 'same points;) The error means were larger for
the Far points than for the Near'points and larger for the Paper than
for theTranspayancy.

r-
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Table 8

_ 'OBLIQUE MISSION_PNOTOi
--MEAN LOCATION ERROR (METERS) FOR A POINTS

POSITION'
dF

POINTS

PRINT TYPE

paoer
Trans-

. oarenc
Mean._
Total.

. .

Far
_

,24.6

(19)
_ 20.8

. (18)
22.7

ile4r., . 16.6-
(19) (9:18)

3
13.0 ,

Mean -:

Total' 20,6 15.0
._ .--,

17:13

But an analysis of variance (Table:9) indicated that, the effects
of Posielon,-Ptint Type,'and the interaction.between_the-variables. were
not staOstically significant. The data from all levels of the-
pendent variables were.cOmbined.-',--:.

3,

OBLIQUE MISSION PHOOS
ANALYSIS OF V-ARLANCC0f

Loc4Tivi ERRORS, CMETERS1 FOR A POINTS

Sotirce df MS° F

BetWsen
Subjects

Prints (A) 1,915

Groups 1,080

Error 34 537

Within
Subjects 37

Position (B) 1 505

A x B 1 152

Error 35 221

3.57

2.0i

2.28

<1.00



Figure 10 shows the cumulative percentage of:location error for
the oblique photo A points:. Th. median rror.was abOut 14 Meters.

20

10

10 -- 20 30 4 50- 60.70. 80 .97 100 110 120 130 140

LOCATION -ERROR5
(METERS)

gure .1:0. Cathul atiie percentage- ot pc4tisOni ;errorS oblique
mission photos/A points -(1=529) .

Note that the medianerrOi' is.somewhat smaller than the mean total'
of 17.8 meters shown in "Table 8. This difference is. due ,to the 'pOs.1.7
tive skew of the error distribution. If a distribution of measures is
positiVely skewed,, the mean will.be larger than the median,. and the
magnitude of the :difference between themaan.and"the median will-depend
upon the amount of.skew. .Differences between the means and medians -;

will:be evident in the remaining results and will not. be commented on.
further.,

Table 10 shows.the error means for the oblique photo B points.
(As with the A points, the.means are based on the performance of two
subgroups;) The error means were larger for the Far points than for
the _Near points for both Print Typ 404. but there was no substantial,
consistent difference between the !cleans for Print. Types.*

4"..1 r '
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Table 10

OBLIQUE MISSION PHOTOS :-
MEAN LOCATION. ERROR-tMETERS) FOR B POINTS

POSITION
.0F.

21LILL.,,

far

PRINT.TVPE

Mean
TotalPacer

Trans-
,arencv

132.2
(19).

138.3
(18)

135.0

Near-
-

35;5-
(19)

34A.
(18) 35.0:

Asap..
Total

e(
83.8 86.3 85.0,

. c.

An analysis of variance (Table 11) indicated that only the effect
of Position was tistically significant < .01). The data from the
two Print Types ere combined for the Near andlfor the Far points.

Table 11

OBLIQUE MISSION PHOTOS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF

LOCATION ERRORS (METERS) FOR B POINTS

Source df- . -,11S f

Between
Subjects

Prints (

Groups

Error

Within
Subjects

Position

A x B

Error

**p < :01

36

.1 114'

.1, 556

34 -4,156

37
. -

(B) 1 185,626 , 58.24**

1 237 <1.0

35 3,187"
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Figure 11 shows the cumulative percentage of error for the Near
and for the FaiL,B points? The median error for the Near points.Was 29
meters and _tor the Far _poisits .104 meters.,

50 100 150 200 250 300

LOCATION ERRORS
(METERS),

Figure 11: Cumulative percentage'of 'location
mission- photos/8 points.

High Pan Mission. Photos: Table 12 shows the,error means for, the
high pan photo A points. The error means were.larger for the Far points
than for the Near points for both Print Types:larger for the Paper than
for the Transparency for both Positions.

350 -400 450

errors: obli4tle
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Table 12

HIGH PAN MISSION PHOTOS
MEAN LOCATION ERROR (METERS*FOR A POINTS.

PRINT TYPE

Mean
Total

POSITION.
OF

0 NTS Paper
Trans-
.arencv

Far 20.6
(18)

11.8
(18)

16.2

Near 10.9
(18)

6.2
(18y

8.6
.........

Meal)

Total 15.8 9:0 12.4

An-analysis of variance (Table 13) indicated that the effects of
both Print Type and Positioh-were statistically significant (p < .01),
but the interaction between the two, variables was not* The_data from
the two Positions.were combined for the Parier and-for. the.Transparency-,
and,- the.data from the two Print TypeS were combined for the
Near and for the Far points.,

,

Table 13

HIGH PA! MISSION PHOTOS
ANALYSIS OF. VARIANCE OF

LOCATION ERRORS (METERS) fOR A POINTS

Source

Between
Subjects

Prints _(A)

Er.rcir

Within -
Subjects

df MS

35,

832

3.4 92

Position (.B) 1,039

A x B 1
x'77

Error 34 50

**p
.91

-27-
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Figures 12 and '13 show the cumulative percentage of errors for the
. Paper and Transparency and for"the Near and Far points. The median
error for the Paper was 12 meters and. for the TranSparency 8 meters.

T1w-.--median-error- for the Far points was 12 meters and for the Near
points 7 meters.

100

90

80

tj 70

60
cd.
UJ
CL

50

11-4

4C 401
30

20

10

10 20 30

1 t. i 1 i
7-1 I

50 .60 70 100 -.110 120 130 440

LOCAIIONIRRORS
(METERS)

Figure 12. Cumulative percentage of location errors. High pan
mission photos/A.points; Print Type.



-Near N=249)

Far (N 80)

10 20 30 .40 50 60 70 80 90 -100. 110

LOCATION ,ERRORS
(NETERS)

Figure 111 turnul ative percentage of Toca,tion' errors:
miss ion photos/A points ; Position .,

I

120 130. 140

"Tab1-e:,14.abowS the-error means-: or the.higb,'pan photo B points.
The error means were larger for.thejar points than for the Near.
poihis for bOth Print Types, but.there was essentially' no. differdnce
betWeeri the means for'the Paper and Transparency..

J.



Table 14

HIGH PAN MISSION PHOTOS
*MEAN LOCATION-ERROR-(14-ETERS)-FOR B POINTS

POSITION
OF

POIN-TS

PRINT TYPE

Pa er
Trans-
.arencv

110an
-Total"--7.----.

56.6Far 57.1
(19)

56.0
(18)

Near I
38.2 35.3 ,

36.7------
46.7

.

Mean
Total

r---- ;

47.6.

,

45.7

An-analysli of variance (Table 15) indicated that only the effect
of-PositiOn was statistically significant (p.< .01), The data from the
Vii,ek and Transparency were combined for the Near and for the Far

. Table 15

NIGN.PAN MISSION. PHOTOS
-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF

LOCATION. ERRORS (METERS) .FOR 8 POINTS.

Source -d.f ;HS

-806/pen
ubjetts'

Print (A)

Error

Within
Subjects-

36.

1

35

37

76

749

0.0

PositiOn (B) e 1 7;255 20.8x*
A x B 1 15 <1.0

Error 35 348

**p< .01
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Figure 14 shows the cumulative percentage of location error for'
the high .pan mission jihotO-Near'and Far B points. -.The median eriorfor
the Far points. was 48 meters, and for the Near points .34 meters. :
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F
.

C.)Lij 60
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Fcr 40-J

M

20
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0

Near (N=254)

Fart (N=294)

20 40- SO 80 120. 140 160 180

.1.19CATIOMIRRORS
M5TER5)

e

A
Figure 14. Cumulative ,percentage of location errors: high pan

mission photos/B poihts.

200 220 240 260 280

Low Pan' Mission Photos. Table 16 shows the error means for the
low pan photo A points. The mean error for the Paper/Far points was
considerably larger'than for any of the other three combinations of Print
Type and Position,, and the error mean for the. Transparency/Far point was
somewhatilarger than thii for the Transparency/Near point.
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Table 16.

LOW PAN MISSION PHOTOS
MEAN LOCATION ERROR:(METERS)4OR A POINTS

POSITION
OF--

PRINT TYPE

Mean
TotalPaper

'Trans-
2rencv.:..Laws

.Far 59.1
(18)

15.6 37.4 ,

Near 6.3
(18) '

7.1
(10. 6'7

Mean
Total 32.7 11.4 2.0

An analysis of variance -(Table. 17) indicated that the effec*df
Print Type and Position were- statistically significant (p < .05 ant --
.01, respectively) as Well as the interaction between the two variables
(p < .01).

Table 17

LOW PAN MISSION-PHOTOS ,

ANALYSIS OF NARLANCE:OF
LOCATION ERRORS(METERS)= -FOg A POINTS.

Sourcel " df MS F

Between
Subjects 36 4

`Prints ( J 0 '4.09*'

Error 35 , 2,054

Within
Subjects . 37

Position (B) 1 16,743 8.61**

A 'x B 1 9,031,s 4.616!*

Error 35 1,944

*p < .05
**p < .01
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It is apparent from inspection of Table .16 that the statistical
'significance of thd two Variables is due almost entirely to the large
error on the-Paper/Far poii.t combination. gt test for correldted-obd.
servations indicated that for the Paper the_difference_between thg -
means for the Far-and Near points was statistically significant
(t = 2.59, p< .02 df 1 and.17); but,' for the-Tiansparency, the dif-

(7-itieally significant. (t = 1.67) . Consequently, only the data from Paper

ferencei)etween -the means for the Far and Near Points was not Statis-

',and Transparency'Near.points were combined.

Figure 15ishows the cumulative percentage of error for the low pan
photo A pointsc Three cumulative percentage distributions are shown:
one for the-Near points, one for-the Transparency/Far points, and one
for "The Paper/Far points. The median error for the Near points and the
Transparency/Far points was about 8 meters and for the Paper /Far
points about 19 meters.

f

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 -300 330 360

LOCATION ERRORS
(METERS)

Figurt..! 15. Cumulative percentage of location errors:
mission photos/A points.

390

low pan

420
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Table 18 ghowS; theerror means.for the low pan photo B points.
T11'' error means for the 'Flr.poi.hts were considerably largei than'
.thoae for the -Near points for booth-:the:4"aper.and Transparency- The
diflerence betyeep means for the Paper Near and Far points was con:-
siderably larger thanthe.dIfference beeween the means for the Trans-
parency Near. and Far points. There -was little difference between the
means -for thePaper and Transparency Near,poinis.,

'.Table 18 -

1:O14 PAN mIssovaporos
MEAN., LOCATION, ERROR (METERS) FOR B POINTS

POSITION
.OF

PC Nis

PRINT TYPE 41t A

Mean
Total_

471.4-

Paner
Trans-
oarencv

s

Far 225.1
(18)

117.8
(19)

..'

:Near 42.
'(18)5

48.
(19)

3
45(4

Mean
'. Total i

1

133.8

, ,,7-,.-

-:',.1-

83-:0
k,

108.4

4;

Aq analysis-2f variance (Table 19) Indicated that effects of Print
Type,-Fosition, and he.interaction between the two variables idere
statistically significant (1510' .05, .01, .01,-respectively).

114

./ Table 19 u-

LOW PAN MISSION 1HOT $
AULYSIS.DFAIARtANCE' F

JLOCATION ERRORS 1METERS) FO B POINTS

Source df MS F

BetwJen
Subjects 36

Prints (A) 1 47,568 7.12*

Error 35 6,677

Within
Subjects 37

a.

Location (B) 286,792 53.76**

A x B 1 59;112, 11:08**

Error 35 5;335

* P < 05
**p < .01
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A t test for. correlated obserwAfans indicated that the difference
between means for the Paper Year and Fair points and for the Transparency.

... Far, and 11,r..P471-ns WA,!.statistically significant: the values for t
were 5.44 (p < :OL..df-i'and-It):' ancL5.97-.(p. <-.01, df 1 andj7): A t'''
testjor uncorrelated observationsindicated that 'the difference betWeen
means for the Paper and Tranparency Far points was also statistically

..significant (t F 3.02; p < ,01, df 1 and 21)24 The difference between
means Tor:the Paper and Transparency,year points was 'not statistically:
'significant.. Consequently, only the data from the Paper and-TranS7

aparency.Near points were combined.

,0
.. Figure 16 shoWs the cumulative percentage of error for the-lOW'Tan!

'photo'B points. Three cuMulative percentage distributions are ()WTI:
one' for the Near.poines;one for the Paper/Far points, and one fo. they
Transparency /Far points. The median error forthe Near points was 39.

.

meters; for, Paper/Far points, about 183 metets; and for,the Trans-.
parency/Far points, about 100 meters.

Point Transfer Times

Visual inspection of the times taken to transfer the points re-
.

vealed no practical differences between the levels of independent
variables of Scale, Print Type, or Posttion. The differences
among the levels of th'e variable were On the order of fractions of a
minute. Generally speaking, the mean time taken to transfer points
was about 30 seconds on the 4ert24ca1 photos and about 50 -- -3s, on
the non-vertical photos,

A

3/
---,cif is 21 instead.of'36 because the variance of the two .samples was not
homogeneous. This-technique of testing hypothesis about the difference
between two means when the population variances are not equal is de-
scribed by Welch, B. L. (1947). ;In Winer, J.%B., Statistical'Princi-

,, pies in Experimental, Design,,p.. 37. New York: McCraw-Hill, 1962.
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Figure 16. Cumulative percentage of location errors: low pan,
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Because of
missioxi,photos,
Table 20.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

the large number of independent variables and types of
a summary of the "location error results is provided in

Table 20

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR LOCATION ERRORS

MISSION
PHOTO POINTS

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE

STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT

LEVELS OF
VARIABLE

ERROR (METERS)
25% 50.', 75%

Vertical

A Scale

Print

' No

No

All levels
combined

4 7 11

Scale

Print
No

No

All levels
combined

12 20 36

Oblique

A Print

Position

No

No
cll

levelsAombined
6 11 28

Print

Position

No.

Yes

FarN 44 104 229

Near-a-/ 14 29 54

\
High Pan

Print

.

Yes
Paper 6 .12 35

Trans-
parency 8 16

Position Yes
Far 6. 12. 32

Near 3 7 14
.

B.
Print

Position

No

Yes

Far...4/ 22 48 .97

NearA/ 15 34 72

.

-

A

.

'Print

4
Position

. Yes

,

Yes

1 Far-
Paper

8 19 165

far-
Trans-
A)arency

5 25

Nearl/ 4 8 ,.10
Low Pan

B

Print.

Position

Yes

Yes

Paper
60 133

,
433

Fae-
Trans-
parency

38 100 233

Near_a_/ 18 39 150

21./Data froM Print Types combined.



The table shows for each m ssion photo and fo? the A and 13. po(nts
,separately ;whether or-not the in pendent variables were statistically
significan(;'the')eVels:ofthe independentvariableg for which accumu-
lativepercentage distribution was computed;' and the error correspond -.
ing to each of three selected cumulative percentages.. EaCh.perdentage
and. associated. error. .may be interpreted as follows: for example, con-
sider the vertical mission photo A points; 25% of the location errors
fereless than 4 meters, 50% were less than.7 meters,and 75 .were less
than 11.meters.

The location error for the three percentages is shown to allow the
reader to assess the skew of the error distributions. The direction
and the amount of skew may be computed by comparing (75% -50%e) to
(50%e-25%e) where e is the location error. If the first term is larger
than the second, the distribution is positively skewed; f the first
term is smaller than the second term, the distribution lg. negatively
skewed; and if the two terms are equal, the distribution is symmetrical.
The magnitude of the difference in these two terms indicates the amount
of skews

It is evident from inspection Of Table 20 that.nearly all of the
distributions were positively skeW4d, with the exception of that for
the vertical photo A pointslland for the low pan photo. Near A points..
The positive skew is attributable to two factors: for most of the mis-
sion photos, a few of the points were far more difficult to locate accu7.

.rately than-the remaining points and tktis.wadparticularly true for the
B points and for the "Far,points; on some points, a few subjects made
errors considerably larger than thoseMade by the reMaining subjects.,

Now to consider the effects of independent Variables of Scale,
Print Type (Resolution), and Position,(Near, Far). The scale of the
vertical mission photos did not affect the magnitude of error. This was
true for the A points, points that were on easily identifiable features,
and for the B points -- points that were not close to such-featureS. Scale
did not affect the error magnitude .possibly because the two scales pro-
vided sufficient detail for locating the points on the data base.

The variable of Print Type did not affect location error for the
vertical or oblique mission photos. It did have a statistically sig-
nificant but small effect for the high pan photo. A points (Paper =
'12 Meter median error; Transparency = 8 meter median error); a slightly
larger effect for the low pan photo Fer'A points (Faper= 19 meters.;
Transparency4=,8 meters); and a pronounced effect fdr the low pan photo
'Far B points (Paper .4'183 meters; TransparencSr = 100 meters).

Performance with the transparencies was considerably better than
it was with the Paper prints only on the Far portion'of the low an
photos. This seems to indicate that the ground resolution in the Far
portion of the mission negative was close to a level where even a

v

11/This has a slight positive skew but is neglible compared to the others.
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smali'degradation would cause a,,,gignificant loss of the detail useful
for accurate point transfer. Apparently the transparency preserved
more of. this useful detail than the,Paper print. Generally, the small
degradation. caused by the Paper print was not as harmful for the other
mission photos becSuse the overall quality of the negatives was.suffic-

-

ientlYhigh so that a small loss in ground resolution did got cause
significant loss of detail useful In pointtransferring.

As expected, thevariable Of Position significantly affected loca-
tion 'error. The error for the Far points was usually larger than for
the Near points and the difference in the magnitude of the error was.
larger for the B points' than for the A points. The probable explana-
tion of the larger error for the. Far points is that they were in the
portion of the mission photo in which the distances between scene
features are not linearly. proportiOnal'to their corresponding features
on the data base, whereas the Near points were in the pOrtion of the
photo in which'the distances were closer,to linear. It was undoubtedly
more difficult to locate points where the distances were non-linear. .

The effectS of Position were larger for the B points than for the A
points because, by definition, the A points, were located on identi
fiable features while tae 4B points _were' relatively far removed from
such features.

e

he location error for the non-vertical photo,Near A points was
not much larger than that for the verticalPhoto A points. For the
vertical photos, the 50% -(median) and 75% location errors were 7 and 11
meters; for the non-vertical photos, the 50% error ranged from 7 to
11 meters and the 75% error ranged from 10 to 28 meters. But the error
for the Near B points was considerably larger than'that for the verti-
cal photo .B points. For the vertical photo, the 50% and 75%-errors
were 20 and 36 meters; for the Near 13 points, the- 50% error rzInged from
29 to 39 meters, and the 75% error ranged from 54 to 150 meters.

These results indicate that the ideation error for the. vertical
Vik mission photos and for.the'near portion of the non - vertical mission.

photot are comparable fer.only specific kinds of points - -those located
,on pr,very close to identifiable features in the scene.

r .

For ehe 8 points, the location errors for the vertical mission
photos and for the Far,portien of the non-vertical photos were not
comparable: the 50% error for the Far. points.ranged from 48 Meters for
the high pqn photos to about.I40 meters (mean of 183:and 100 meters)
for the low pan photos; the75% error ranged frOm 97 meters (high pan.
photos) to about 335 meters (mean of 433 and 233 meters) for the low
pan photos.

4

The results of this study, as summarizedgin, Table 20 should be 1

useful` in assessing'the operational capabilities of.the-APPS for tar-
get appearing on various types of recoonaissaneg photography., It is
ap arent that .B7type targets usually cdnnot be transferred visually-to
acceptable accuracies. except from vertical mission imagery. This'indi-.
cates that other means for transferring B-type targets should be found,

13
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Overall improvement in point transfer accuracy might be achieved by
judicious seleCtion.of operators plus specialized t'r'aining.

This report should be useful to G -2 air officers and. reconnais-'
sance aircraft, pilots because it shows,clgarly:the value of acqUiring
targets in a near vertical Mode.

. Of course, operationally,. tihis,is
sometimes not .possible but at.least the operational personnel will know
the loss of transfer accuracy that will result when targets are imaged
in the Far.portion of a panoramic or oblique frame.

There may be some advantage in viewing the data base or the mis-
sion photography ,fin a stere.o.mode and still further" advantage if both
aFe viewed in stereo. Stereo was,not used in this study but, based. on
past related experience, the use of stereo might improve both A point
and B point aecuracy, but.the greatest'improvement wouid be to B points.

During the, main tests it required an average o f less than one
minute per point to effect a transfer. However, there are two steps in
the transfer process. The first is finding on the data base the.area .4

covered by the mission.photo: In some preliminary tests this was found
to be so time consuming (up to 30 minutes) thaetransparent templates
were furnished each test'subject so he could quickly locate the areas
oQ n 'the data'baSes. In areas having limited, cultural and priminent
natural features, the location of the general area of the mission photo
could become a major problem. The training of interpreters to more
quickly relate cifte photo to another, when there is a large ciisparity in
scale and geometry; seems essen ial for efficient operation of &he,APPS%

tThe second step is the finding a marking of the point of interest onaid
the data base. ...

CONCLUSIONS
:

Based on the results-of this study and on general observations
made during the testing phase it:is concluded that:

The test's were condu4ed according to the test plan
and were successful in fulfilling the stateclobjectives'.

%

The following variables were found to be practically
signifiCant:

Positiop (Par or. Near portion of the forma
of non-vertical imagery) .

Point /Environs (Relationship of point to
.identifiable detail)

Resolution (Transparency vs. Paper Print).-
significant only fork some combinations
,of,cenditions

The variable found-t-Gbe not practically significant
is:

Scale (within operational ranges - vertipin
photography)
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Under the conditions of, the experiMent, transfer CEP,
of less than .P meters was obtained for 50 percent of
the A points transferred from all missionitypes and
75 percent of the, transfers were within a'CEP of 20
meters for Vertical missions, forthe Near portion of
High and Low Panoramic missions, and for film trans-
parencies for the High Panoramic missionfirrespective
of target position on the image. Only the Vertical
mission imagery was adequate for the purpose of pro-
viding a CEP or 20 meters for the transfer of 50 per-
cent of the B points.

Test subjects preferred transparencies to paper Prints
for mission imagery and the preferred transmitted
light (light table) to reflected light. (high intensity
lamp);even for paper prints.

The cumulative percentage curves are useful in estimat-
ing transfer errors for different kinds of mission
imagery.

O
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APPENDIX A

. ANALYTICAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC POSITIONING SYSTEM (APPS)

The Analytical"PhgtograMmetrio Positioning System (APPS)` IS
point positioning systel developed at the US Army Enginqer Topographic
Laboratories (USAETL), Fort Belv,Oir, Virginia. The APPS has evolved
as'a soiutiOn to the problem of aetermining X, Y, Z coordinates of
points of interest anywhere in or forward of a Corps-size area in a
qatter of minutes.

Photogrammetric theory and techniques have been combined with the
capabilities of a desk top programmable calculator to provide for
utilization of the analytical methods of determining position, unlike
the more classical analog methods found in photogrammetric map
compilation instruments. The problem is treated as an intersection
problem for which universally accepted solution techniques are
available. Numerical data are accepted for certain known parameters,
and measured photo coordinates are treated as the observed parameters,-
thereby solving for the unknown X, Y,Z coordinates. of a point.

There are two parts to the PPS; (1) a Data Base (DB) cdnsisting
of mapping.quality aerial photograli y and its associated numerical

I.data, and- (2) an assemblage of mens ration and data' proceSsing equip-
ment with.associated software.

J
The DB is the key element of the APPS. It is rigorously prepared

as part of the normal mapping process and only then extracted from
that process for application to the APPS. The DB is mathematically ad-
justed by an ,analytical. procedure known as aerial block triangulation
Which is based upon'the method of least square's. Given two points of
known horizontal positions (X,Y) and Urea poiats.of known elevation
(Z), one can determine the. six orieAdrion parameters of a photograph,
whether dealing with ones overlapping pair of photographs or overlapping
coverage of entire countries. Useis made of(Irgdundant control data
whenever possible to reduce accumulation of small uncorrected systematic
errors and random errors. The adjustment is held to ground control.

1 The DB photograph requires no special protessing.such as rectifi-
cation. It is annotated with orientation polats,cAlled index points
and with checkpoints. Its associated numerical data includes interior
and exterior'orientatlon parameters, photo coordinates of the index
points, and geocentric coordinates of the check points. APPS equipment
calibration paraMeters are also, incorporated in the numerical data.

The. other portion oEthe APPS, the hardvare, is primarily an
assemblage of commercial, Off-the-shelf items that will accept the DB
and ptirm the necessary measurements and computations f9r X, Y, Z
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coordinates. .12heclurrent package represents first generation compo-
nents. 'ModIficatIons and .add-ons have been envisioned ,,to increase the
flexibility of the system.

There are five major component items of equipment to include:
(1) a modified Zeiss Stereotope; (2) an operator control. box, (3) an

'Interface unit, .(4) a-Hewlett-Pac-kprAY(HP)-94IDA programmable calcu-
lator41-aind'(5)an HP cassette memory See Figure Al.

.The:Stereotope provides the capability for gtereoscopic- viewing 4

-and parallax measurement by. the X,
ta

Y and i-parallax .motions it pos-.

t

sesses. To extract these pas ements, a Bendix X, Y digitized data
gridllis installed under the S rteotope baseplate and a signal cursor is
connected, to the moveable photocarriage. Also, a shaft angle encoder
is connected to the X-parallax motion drive.

The operator control box provides: a simple means of selecting ,a
artieular operation for the, APPS to perform, ,i.e., zero the baseplate
data grid datum, or index the1DB stereomodel, etc.

The interface unit converts cursor signalS to the liP language and
subsequently HP language to a desired output language.

The HP 9810A1prOgraMmablee4pulator and the HP caSsettermemory
function together. The memory hOlds the software proggamMing and DB
files on tape hovering a Corps siZe area for sequential access by the '

calculator. The calculator uses the program and, ne numerical DB file
at a time together with the input from the Stereb)pe through the
interface to compute the X, Y, Z coordinates of a point.-

In practice, the operator use a photo index overlay to determine
which DB stereo pair of photographs to place on. the Stereotope. He
inserts the magnetic tape cassette containing the program and DB,
numerical data files for that model into the cassette memory. He tlen
activates the cassette memory to load the prograM4by use of amagnetic
card. The card, also contains the Stereothe calibratip. Parameters
mentioned earlier. He then calls In the DB file for tjle model being
used by keyboard commands; Each Ohoto of the model is oriented inde-
pendently using the index points mentioned'earlier. The photo coordi-
nates of four index points are measured and a transformation computa-
tion made to relate the measured photo coordinates to the adjusted
photo coordinates.iThe operator then-observes 'and measures a check
point,- this time.in stereo, to, ascertain 'that. he correctly oriented
the model. He must agree with the )(flown coordinates of the check
point within established tolerances before he can proceed. Once he is
signalled to proceed he then observes the point of interest, measures
and computes the X, Y, Z coordinates of the point and obtains a print-
out on paper tape of the UTM Zone, Fasting, Northing and elevation in
meters'.

Commerical or trade Imes are given only In the interest of precision
in reporting eztperimental procedures-. Use of the names does not con-
stitute official endorsement by the Army or by the U.S.. Army Research
Institute for the Behavorial and Social Sciences..
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Test results conclude that horizontal position locations deter-
mined with the APPS are approximate) Y equivalent to third-order ground
surveys. This is readily achieved by personnel having :previous
ing inthe interpretation of-aerial.photographs and additional 16-40
hours instruction on. the APPS.

The APPS is peckagedAfor transport in three militarized carrying
cases for a total weight of 478 pounds and a volume of 21.42 cubic
feet. It,requires 600 watts of power at 110v, 60 Hz.
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